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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an enhanced CNN model
for detecting supernovae (SNe). This is done by applying a new
method for obtaining rotational invariance that exploits cyclic
symmetry. In addition, we use a visualization approach, the layer-
wise relevance propagation (LRP) method, which allows finding
the relevant pixels in each image that contribute to discriminate
between SN candidates and artifacts. We introduce a measure to
assess quantitatively the effect of the rotational invariant methods
on the LRP relevance heatmaps. This allows comparing the
proposed method, CAP, with the original Deep-HiTS model. The
results show that the enhanced method presents an augmented
capacity for achieving rotational invariance with respect to the
original model. An ensemble of CAP models obtained the best
results so far on the HiTS dataset, reaching an average accuracy
of 99.53%. The improvement over Deep-HiTS is significant both
statistically and in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Astronomy is entering into a new era of big data due
to the construction of very large scale facilities such as the
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), an 8.4 m telescope
with a 3.2 Gigapixel camera, which will begin operations in
northern Chile in 2022 [1]. The LSST is a robotic telescope
that will scan the entire southern hemisphere sky every 3 days,
collecting information on 50 billion objects for 10 years [2].
Time-domain astronomy studies stellar objects that change in
time or position, e.g. supernovae (SNe), the explosive death of
stars. The High Cadence Transient Survey (HiTS) [3] aimed
at detecting SNe in their early stages in order to study the
astrophysics associated with these phenomena. HiTS has a
custom-made pipeline to process the images captured by the
telescope and detect transients. Basically, the pipeline sub-
tracts reference images from new images, detects sources and
classifies them. The farther away from Earth, the higher the
chance of finding SNe events because there are more galaxies.
But deeper objects are usually fainter with a low signal-to-
noise ratio. For this reason, among others, it is relevant to
reduce significantly the false negative rate (FNR) and the
false positive rate (FPR) at the output of this pipeline. In our
previous work, we introduced a convolutional neural network
(CNN) for classifying sources detected by the HiTS pipeline as
true transients (‘SN candidates’) or bogus (‘artifacts’) [4]. In
2017 the model was enhanced by introducing partial rotational
invariances, as well as improving the architecture and training
algorithms, to yield the so-called Deep-HiTS model (DH) [5].
In this paper, we enhance Deep-HiTS by applying a new
method for obtaining rotational invariance that exploits cyclic
symmetry in CNNs [6]. In addition, we use a visualization
approach, the layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) [7], in
order to find the relevant pixels in each image that helps to
discriminate between SN candidates and artifacts. We assess
both qualitatively and quantitatively the effect of the rotational
invariant methods using LRP and compare the original Deep-
HiTS model with its enhanced version. In addition, we in-
troduce ensemble classifiers to improve the performance of
Deep-HiTS.
II. RELATED WORK
A. High Cadence Transient Survey and Deep-HiTS
The High Cadence Transient Survey [3] aims at detecting
sky transients, ranging from hours to days, in particular it
searches for early stage SNe. The data was collected from the
Dark Energy Camera (DECam) [8] mounted at the prime focus
of the Victor M. Blanco 4 m telescope on Cerro Tololo near
La Serena, Chile. The HiTS detection pipeline makes use of
four images: template, science, difference and signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) difference (difference normalized by estimated
image noise), see Fig. 1. The difference image is obtained
from the subtraction between the template (reference image)
and science (current image), in order to detect anything that
changes in time or position.
To generate the difference images, the template and sci-
ence must be aligned, which is achieved by applying the
SExtractor object detector [9] and then adjusting a second
order transformation between objects detected in both images.
To take into account changing atmospheric conditions that
produce variations in brightness and blurring of images at
the measurement time, a kernel point-spread-function (PSF)
of the image with better conditions is matched to the worse
one. After this PSF correction, the images are subtracted to
obtain the difference, which is normalized by its local noise to
get the SNR difference image. Transient candidates are those
events with a local SNR greater than 5, and an image stamp
of 21×21 pixels is centered around each event. At the output
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of the HiTS pipeline, a classifier discriminates between true
transients and bogus events.
In a previous work, we proposed a CNN for discriminating
between SN candidates and artifacts, the so-called Deep-HiTS
model (DH) [5]. To be partially invariant to rotations, DH aug-
mented the inputs by adding 90◦-180◦-270◦ rotations. Table
I shows the Deep-HiTS architecture. The inputs are 4 images
of 21×21 pixels. Then the rotation augmentation operation
increases the batch size by 4. The first two convolutional
layers have 32 filters of size 4×4 and 3×3, respectively.
They are followed by a 2×2 max-pooling layer. Next are 3
convolutional layers of 64 3×3 filters, followed by a 2×2
max-pooling layer. Up to this point, each of the four rotations
is processed separately. Just before the first fully connected
(dense) layer, the feature maps for each rotation are flattened
and concatenated in the feature dimension. As a result, the
first quarter of features corresponds to the feature maps with
0◦ rotations, the second quarter to 90◦ rotations, the third
quarter to 180◦ rotations, and the last quarter to 270◦ rotations.
The last operation transforms a minibatch of size 200 with
feature maps of 6×6×64 to a batch of 50 original samples
with a feature vector of size 9216 (=2304×4) per sample.
This feature vector passes through two dense layers of 64
neurons, ending with a dense softmax layer that generates
the output probabilities for the one-hot encoding of the two
classes. Leaky ReLUs are used as activation functions. A
dropout probability p = 0.5 is used in dense layers, mini-batch
size of 50, and the initialization of parameters suggested by
He et al. [10]. A cross-entropy optimization with stochastic
gradient descent is used, with a learning rate 0.04 that is
reduced by half every 100,000 iterations. In this work, the
Deep-Hits model was implemented in Tensorflow [11]. An
initial process of 100,000 iterations of training is performed.
After the first 100,000 iterations, an early-stopping criterion
is tested on the validation set every 10,000 iterations. If the
error on the validation set drops more than 1% after 10,000
iterations, then the total number of iterations is extended in
another 100,000 iterations from the current step. Otherwise,
the training is stopped.
B. Rotational Invariance
Conventional CNN architectures include convolution layers
to achieve translational invariance: a feature shifted to a
different position at the input will have a similar representation
at the output than the original feature. In addition, pooling
operations aim at obtaining translational invariance at the
local level. Many types of data exhibit rotational invariance
properties, e.g. star and galaxy images.
Some authors have attempted to directly encode rotational
invariance in the architecture of a CNN [12], [13], [6]. In par-
ticular Dieleman et al. [6], exploit symmetries, by generating
cyclic transformations of data, defined as counter clock-wise
rotations of type k · 90◦, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. The first operation
is to add a cyclic slicing layer at the input. This is done by
stacking 4 cyclically rotated copies of each input sample in
a batch, in such a way that if the original batch has size N ,
TABLE I: Deep-HiTS architecture.
Layer Layer Parameters Output Size
Input - 21×21×4
Zero padding - 27×27×4
Rotation augmentation - 27×27×4
Conv. 4×4, 32 24×24×32
Conv 3×3, 32 24×24×32
Max-pool 2×2, stride 2 12×12×32
Conv. 3×3, 64 12×12×64
Conv. 3×3, 64 12×12×64
Conv. 3×3, 64 12×12×64
Max-pool 2×2, stride 2 6×6×64
Flatten - 2304
Rotation
concatenation -
9216
(4×2304)
Dense 9216×64 64
Dense 64×64 64
Output softmax 64×2 2
after the cyclic slicing layer the batch size will increase to 4N .
The first N batch samples correspond to the original image,
the following N batch samples correspond to rotations in 90◦,
and then 180◦ and 270◦. Mathematically, this operation is
defined by S(x) = [x, rx, r2x, r3x]T , where r corresponds to
the rotation operation of 90◦ in counter clock-wise direction,
x is the input batch to the layer. Column vectors are used
to represent that the resulting feature maps are stacked in
the batch dimension. With this operation, four images are
generated, which are processed independently by the rest of
model layers. The cyclic slicing layer is used by Dieleman
et al. in [13] to obtain rotation invariant CNNs for galaxy
morphology prediction, and at the first layer of Deep-HiTS
[5] to obtain partial rotational invariance for astronomical
transients.
A second operation is the cyclic pooling layer, which
combines the activations from the four rotated copies using
a permutation-invariant function. The size of the mini-batch
is reduced by 4. Formally, cyclic pooling is defined by an
operation over the input x = [x0, x1, x2, x3]T as P (x) =
p(x0, r
−1x1, r−2x2, r−3x3), where p corresponds to the pool-
ing operation, e.g. average pooling is used in this work, which
is applied to each unrotated minibatch. When applying cyclic
pooling after a fully-connected layer, it becomes unnecessary
to realign the features, since they lose their spatial structure.
Although a cyclic pooling layer can be introduced in any part
of the model after the cyclic slicing layer, in practice it is used
before the output layer to obtain a rotation invariant network.
In [6] the authors introduced two additional operations:
cyclic rolling and cyclic stacking. Both changes the number
of feature maps, but the later also affects the batch size. In
our experiments we did not find effective results using these
operators, so they are not used in this work.
C. Visualizing and Understanding CNN Decisions
Recently several methods have been developed for un-
derstanding and visualizing what a CNN has learned in a
classification task. In [14] a sensitivity analysis by computing
gradients through backpropagation is proposed, yielding a
saliency map. This method does not give a direct explanation
of the network’s score, but rather indicates which elements of
an input would have to be modified and in which direction
to make it belong more or less to the class decided by the
CNN. In [15] a deconvolution strategy is proposed, which
allows generating visualizations of a CNN at any intermediate
layer. This method is exclusively limited to the convolutional
layers of a network, where the main operations such as reverse
filtering (un-filtering) and un-pooling, are similar to those used
when propagating the gradient with back-propagation.
A classification model can be seen as a function that maps a
series of inputs x to an output score f(x), which represents the
confidence value of certain class membership. To interpret the
decision of the network encoded in its parameters, operations
that propagate f(x) backwards to the input space can be used.
This approach generates a relevance value Ri for each feature
of x. Relevances quantify how much the respective features
contribute to the value of the prediction score f(x). Positive
values of Ri are interpreted as features that contribute to the
decision of the network, while negative values are interpreted
as evidence against the prediction, potentially decreasing the
value of f(x). Layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) [16]
backpropagates the output of the network (not the gradients),
layer by layer, towards the input space. As a result, we obtain
the elements of the input that contribute in a positive or
negative way to the classification score f(x), which will have
respective positive or negative relevance values. LRP is based
on the principle of the conservation of relevances, i.e., that
the sum of the relevances R(l+1)j in a layer l + 1 must be
equal to the sum of the relevances R(l)i in the previous layer
l. Formally the conservation rule is expressed as follows:∑
i
R
(l)
i =
∑
j
R
(l+1)
j . (1)
Many mathematical operations can be created to backpropa-
gate f(x) so that its intermediate layers satisfy Eq. (1), the
simplest one is to propagate proportionally to the activations
coming from previous neurons, in the same way as in a
circuit node the electrical current is divided proportionally to
the resistance of each branch [17], according to Ohm’s and
Kirchoff’s laws. In this way we obtain the following equation:
R
(l,l+1)
i←j =
zij
zj
R
(l+1)
j . (2)
The relevance R(l,l+1)i←j propagated from the neuron j in the
l+1 layer to the neuron i in the l layer, is equivalent to the ratio
between the weighted activation zij = aiwij of the neuron i,
and the sum of all forward pass activations coming from the l
layer zj =
∑
j zij + bj to the neuron j, plus a bias. Although
the addition of the bias breaks the conservation principle of
Eq. (1), it remains an acceptable approximation. Numerical
instabilities are met when rule (2) is used, if zj → 0 then
Ri←j →∞, to avoid this situation a stabilizer hyperparameter
 ≥ 0 is added, establishing the epsilon rule as follows:
R
(l,l+1)
i←j =
zij
zj +  sign(zj)
R
(l+1)
j . (3)
Another propagation rule, that has no relevance loss by a
stabilizer, is the αβ rule, which separates positive activations,
weights and biases z+ij from negative ones z
−
ij , as follows:
R
(l,l+1)
i←j =
(
α
z+ij
z+j
− β z
−
ij
z−j
)
R
(l+1)
j . (4)
In Eq. (4), it must be fulfilled that α − β = 1 in such a way
that the conservation rule is satisfied layer by layer. When
naming this rule, the values used for parameters α and β
will define the model, for example, for α = 2 and β = 1,
the method is called LRP-α2β1. The current implementation
of LRP considers layers with convolutional operations, max-
pooling, avg-pooling, drop-out, multiple activations and fully-
connected layers.
III. ENHANCED ROTATIONAL INVARIANT CNN FOR
SUPERNOVAE DETECTION
The aim of this work is to enhance the CNN models
obtained in our previous works for SNe detection [4], [5]. For
this purpose, Deep-Hits is taken as a baseline. There are three
major contributions. The first one is to enhance the rotational
invariant capability of Deep-HiTS by adding a cyclic pooling
average layer. The second is to test ensemble classifiers. The
third is to use the LRP method to analyze and visualize the
CNN decisions, in particular to assess the rotational invariance
property. The details are described in the Experiments section.
The data used to train Deep-HiTS and the new model is
explained in what follows.
A. Data
Since SNe are extremely rare events, negative samples
(artifacts) are obtained by running the HiTS pipeline on the
2013 survey, where 40 sky fields were observed in the u band,
approximately every 2 hours for 4 consecutive nights. The
negative samples are caused mostly by background fluctua-
tions, interference with other objects, poor astrometry, and
defective CCD pixels. A total of 802,087 negative samples
were generated1. As SNe are rare events, in order to get
a balanced dataset, positive candidates were simulated by
picking stars from actual observations, applying a specific
SNR distribution and then inserting them back into the science
image in a different location with respect to the original source.
As explained above, each sample consists of four 21×21 im-
ages, that are stacked. Out of 1,604,174 data samples available,
a fixed amount of 1,220,000 was selected for training, 100,000
for validation and 100,000 for testing. This dataset, as well as
the Deep-HiTS code, is publicly available at the following
link https://github.com/guille-c/Deep-HiTS. We use accuracy,
precision, recall, and f1 score as performance measures, and
1Data-set may contain some transients not present in the reference image,
but we conservatively estimate them as a 0.2% of total data.
we plot detection error trade-off curves (DET), depicting FNR
versus FPR, to evaluate the quality of models at different
operation points.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Enhancing Deep-HiTS
We tested cyclic symmetric operations in order to improve
the rotational invariance property of Deep-HiTS. The cyclic
slicing is maintained since it is exactly the same operation of
rotation augmentation used by the original Deep-HiTS model.
In a variant to Deep-HiTS, we implemented the cyclic average
pooling (CAP) operation just before the output layer. This
means that instead of reordering features prior to the dense
layers, as Deep-HiTS does, the features associated with each
rotation continue to be processed independently of each other.
The CAP operation is applied before the output layer of the
network, so that, for each sample, the features coming from
each rotation are averaged, thus the output score of the network
will always be the same, regardless of whether there is a cyclic
rotation in the input. This model is proposed based on the
prior knowledge that the detection of SNe is independent of
angular rotations of samples. The proposed model with cyclic
average pooling will be referred as CAP from now on, and
it can be seen in Fig. 1. The CAP architecture is identical to
Deep-HiTS until the last convolutional layer. We also changed
to ReLU activations instead of leaky ReLUs, for simplicity in
the models. The first two rows of Table II show that there is
no significant difference between the model with leaky ReLUs
versus ReLUs. Therefore ReLU activations were used for the
rest of the architectures tried in this paper.
Table II shows the means and standard deviations obtained
in 6 trials with different initializations for the following
measures: accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score for each
model. An improvement of all metrics is observed when
introducing the layer of cyclic pooling average, with respect
to Deep-HiTS. According to the Welch’s hypothesis test, all
CAP measures (except recall) show statistical significance
with a probability of less than 10−2 that these results were
obtained by chance. A CAP ensemble (CAPE) of 3 individual
models was generated, with the objective of obtaining better
performances. The majority rule was applied to combine the
classifiers. Table II shows that CAPE obtains results that
are indistinguishable from CAP, i.e. there are no statistically
significant differences.
The performances of Deep-HiTS and CAPE can be com-
pared throughout different operation points, by calculating
their detection error tradeoff (DET) curves, which plots false
negative rate (FNR) versus false positive rate (FPR), see Fig. 2.
Better models present lower FNR and FPR with a DET curve
near the lower left corner. The DET curve corresponding to
CAPE is below the Deep-HiTS curve for a large range of
user detection thresholds. To better appreciate the difference,
a zoom around the operation point FPR ∼10−2 is shown in
Fig. 2b. This operation point is used in Deep-Hits to make
comparisons. When FPR ∼10−2, the proposed model reaches
an FNR of 1.38×10−3, while Deep-HiTS gets an FNR of
2.28×10−3.
B. LRP Analysis and Visualization
We use the LRP method to visualize the effect of rotational
invariance provided by the CAP model, and its advantages
over the Deep-HiTS model. The rotational invariance property
is reflected when projecting the relevances to the rotations
within each channel. The LRP method needed to be adapted
to each model. For Deep-HiTS, the reverse operation of the
forward step for the feature reordering layer is simply carried
out, to change from the reordered features to the feature maps
propagated by the convolutional layers. In the case of CAP, the
current implementation of LRP is adapted to reorder the fea-
tures to perform a 2×2 average-pooling, where each element
of the filter is a feature associated with a different rotation. In
this way, the propagation step of relevances through the CAP
layer becomes the same as a normal average-pooling layer.
First, we used the LRP visualization method to analyze 197
test samples where CAP gave correct predictions, while Deep-
HiTS made wrong decisions. Fig. 3 shows the case of a sample
labeled ‘SN candidate’, and Fig. 4 shows the case of a sample
labeled ‘artifact’. Both Figs. show on the top row the 4 source
images (channels). The next four rows display the heatmaps
corresponding to cyclic rotations of k · 90◦, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
The bottom row depicts the average of the unrotated heatmaps
per channel. These heatmaps represent LRP relevances when
propagating network’s prediction scores with the α2β1 rule.
For display purposes the heatmaps were normalized between
0-1 for each sample, so that they are comparable to each other.
The heatmaps of Fig. 3a show that the relevance is con-
centrated in the upper left corner of the unrotated difference
image. Our interpretation is that the Deep-HiTS decision of
class ‘artifact’ is supported by the light source observed in
that region of the difference image. In contrast, the heatmaps of
Fig. 3b show that the relevance is concentrated in the center of
the difference and SNR difference images, providing evidence
of the presence of an SN. The light source that confuses the
Deep-HiTS model appears in blue in the CAP heatmaps, i.e.,
as negative relevances indicating that the presence of such a
light source decreases the prediction score of the SN.
A property of the CAP model is that the heatmaps cor-
responding to cyclic rotations are more evenly distributed.
Compare for example the last columns (SNR diff) in Figs. 3a
and 3b, or the last columns in Figs. 4a and 4b. More uniform
distributions of heatmaps for cyclic rotations is an indication
that the model is more rotational invariant.
Likewise Fig. 4 corresponds to an ‘artifact’ sample. The
blue color in science, difference and SNR difference in CAP
heatmaps is more evenly distributed across rotations, indi-
cating that the bright source in the middle of the images
reduces the prediction score because it looks similar to an SN
candidate. On the other hand, Deep-HiTS classifies the same
sample as ‘SN candidate’, based on the evidence presented at
the center of the 270◦ rotated difference and SNR difference
images.
TABLE II: Models performance over test set. CAPE shows better results in all metrics with respect to DH. Welch’s t-test
p-values over DH and CAP results show statistical significance, having values below 10−2 (except for recall). Applying the
same test over CAP and CAPE show no statistical significance, which means there is no major difference using one or another.
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Deep-Hits (DH) 99.45±0.02 99.37±0.04 99.55±0.06 99.45±0.02
Deep-Hits + ReLU 99.47±0.02 99.44±0.04 99.52±0.06 99.47±0.02
Cyclic Avg. Pool (CAP) 99.52±0.01 99.45±0.01 99.61±0.02 99.52±0.01
Cyclic Avg. Pool Ensemble (CAPE) 99.53±0.01 99.45±0.02 99.63±0.03 99.53±0.01
Welch’s t-test p-value
DH v/s CAP 2×10
−5 4.2×10−3 6.6×10−2 2.2×10−5
Welch’s t-test p-value
CAP v/s CAPE 1.8×10
−1 8.9×10−1 2.4×10−1 1.8×10−1
template
science
difference
difference
input
0°
90°
180°
270°
conv.
conv.
conv.
conv.
dense
dense
dense
dense
dense
slice
cyclic
pool
cyclic
output
SNR
Fig. 1: Schematic architecture of CAP that represents the effect of cyclic slice and cyclic pooling layers. It shows a four
channels input that passes through the cyclic slicing layer where rotation copies of it are stacked along the batch dimension.
Afterwards, each rotation is processed by convolutional and dense layers independently, until reaching the cyclic pooling layer,
where all rotation features (color coded) are fused together to be processed by the output layer.
The qualitative interpretation of the heatmaps presents some
ambiguity. The red color stands for positive relevances in
favor of the CNN’s prediction, and the blue color stands for
negative evidence against the network’s decision. However,
each heatmap color can be interpreted as the presence or
absence of the respective input feature. For example, the blue
color located over the center in Fig. 4b is an indicator that the
brightness diminishes the output confidence. But blue color
corresponding to image regions with darker pixels indicates
that the model is getting lower prediction scores due to an
absence of brightness.
To validate quantitatively the conjecture that the CAP model
is more rotational invariant than Deep-HiTS, we computed a
measure called Average Standard Deviation of Cyclic Rota-
tions (σ¯) using 5,000 test samples. This measure is computed
per channel, so there are four different values per sample,
corresponding to each of the 4 channels. To compute σ¯, we
need first to choose a channel c and its i− th rotation ci, then
calculate the pixel-wise variance for its LRP-α2β1 heatmap
hci . This is done by computing:
V ar(hci) =
∑N
j=1(h
ci
j − µcj)2
N
, (5)
where hcij is the j−th pixel, and N is the total number of pixels
in a heatmap, in this case N = 441. The variance is computed
with respect to the average heatmap per channel µcj . Examples
of average heatmaps can be found at the bottom row in Figs. 3
and 4. Finally, σ¯ is calculated by computing the root square of
V ar(hci) for each rotation heatmap, and then averaging over
the four rotations, as follows:
σ¯ =
∑Nr
i=1
√
V ar(hci)
Nr
, (6)
where Nr = 4 is the number of rotations at the input of the
CNN.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Detection error tradeoff (DET) curves of DH and CAPE. While a curve is closer to the bottom left corner, the better
the model it represents. (a) Whole range DET curves, with a black box to be zoomed in (b). (b) Zoom of (a) DET curves,
which shows a ∼40% improvement in FNR of CAPE with respect to DH, around FPR 10−2.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3: LRP-α2β1 heatmaps for DH and CAP, when propagating output score of predicted class for each model. Sample used
is an ‘SN candidate’ that is misclassified by DH and correctly classified by CAP. LRP relevance heatmaps are shown for each
rotation input, and then their average per channel when rotations are realigned. (a) DH heatmaps. (b) CAP heatmaps.
As the SNR difference image is the channel where transients
are most significantly observed, we plot histograms of σ¯
corresponding to SNR difference, for both Deep-HiTS and
CAP models. Fig. 5 shows the histograms separated by class:
artifacts and SN candidates. For the class ‘artifact’ there are
2,499 samples and for the class ‘SN candidate’ 2,501. To
statistically compare the histograms generated for Deep-HiTS
and CAP, a Non-Central t-Distribution probability distribution
(a) (b)
Fig. 4: LRP-α2β1 heatmaps for DH and CAP, when propagating output score of predicted class for each model. Sample used is
an ‘artifact’ that is misclassified by DH and correctly classified by CAP. LRP relevance heatmaps are shown for each rotation
input, and then their average per channel when rotations are realigned. (a) DH heatmaps. (b) CAP heatmaps.
is fitted to each histogram using the open source scientific
tools library for Python (SciPy, [18]). The curve computed
with SciPy is normalized so that its integral is 1, thus the curve
must be re-scaled to fit the original histogram. The scale factor
is obtained by normalizing the histogram in the same way as
the fitted distribution does. The normalized curve is multiplied
by the scale factor in order to plot it over the histogram.
Table III shows the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis
obtained from the fitted distributions to ‘artifact’ and ‘SN
candidate’ classes. It can be observed that for both classes the
CAP model has a lower mean and a larger kurtosis and skew-
ness than the Deep-HiTS model. This effect is clearly observed
in Fig. 5b, where the CAP histogram shows a leptokurtic
distribution, as well as a lower mean value of σ¯ with respect
to the one of Deep-HiTS. This means that CAP relevances
are distributed more evenly throughout cyclic rotations, while
Deep-HiTS heatmaps tend to focus its relevances on specific
rotations. This fact is supporting evidence that the CAP model
is more rotational invariant than the Deep-HiTS model.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we enhanced the rotational invariant capa-
bility of the Deep-HiTS model by adding a cyclic pooling
average layer. The results are consistent with the hypothesis
that astronomical objects do not depend on the angle on
TABLE III: Moments of Non-Central t-Distribution fitted to
σ¯ histograms of ‘artifact’ and ‘SN candidate’ classes for DH
and CAP.
σ¯
mean
σ¯
var
σ¯
skew
σ¯
kurt
Artifacts DH 0.0729 0.0014 0.38 -1.34CAP 0.0517 0.001 1.08 -0.28
SN
candidates
DH 0.0655 0.0007 1.09 -0.28
CAP 0.0519 0.0003 1.62 1.23
which the image is observed given the same conditions of
observation. An ensemble of CAP models obtained the best
results so far with the HiTS dataset, reaching an average
accuracy of 99.53%. The improvement over Deep-HiTS is
significant both statistically and in practice. For example, for
a standard operation point with FPR ∼10−2, the proposed
model achieves an FNR of 1.38x10−3, which entails a ∼40%
reduction of missing transients with respect to Deep-HiTS.
From the astronomer viewpoint, it is important not to miss
positive samples of rare SNe events.
We have used the LRP method to visualize and analyze the
heatmaps showing the most relevant pixels for the discrimina-
tion task at hand. We defined a measure to assess quantitatively
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Fig. 5: Average Standard Deviation for Cyclic Rotations (σ¯)
histograms for ‘artifact’ and ‘SN candidate’ classes for the
DH and CAP models. A Non-Central t-Distribution is fitted
to each histogram. (a) (σ¯) histograms for ‘artifact’ class. (b)
(σ¯) histograms for ‘SN candidate’ class.
the rotational invariance capability of the different models.
The results show that the proposed model is more rotational
invariant than the original Deep-HiTS model. This is a novel
application for the LRP method and the first time that it has
been applied to astronomical data.
LRP is a positive step towards understanding and visualizing
what a CNN has learned. However, the tool may be improved
to visualize intermediate layers, adding gradient information,
as well as improving the interpretation of positive and negative
relevances. Obtaining the best ensemble classifier can also be
investigated by changing the size and the rule of the ensemble.
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